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Accounting for Payroll: A Comprehensive GuideJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
A one-stop resource for setting up or improving an existing payroll system
The most comprehensive resource available on the subject, Accounting for Payroll: A Comprehensive Guide provides up-to-date information to enable users to handle payroll accounting in the most cost-effective manner.   

From creating a system from scratch to...
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Clinical Studies Management: A Practical Guide to SuccessCRC Press, 2004

	What if you were suddenly in charge? After the initial excitement of a "battlefield promotion" wears off, you need to get in the trenches and get the job done. And if you are already in the trenches, you need quick access to information that will make your job easier. A comprehensive desk reference and guide, Clinical Studies...
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Numerical Methods for Image Registration (Numerical Mathematics and Scientific Computation)Oxford University Press, 2004

	Based on the author's lecture notes and research, this well-illustrated and comprehensive text is one of the first to provide an introduction to image registration with particular emphasis on numerical methods in medical imaging. Ideal for researchers in industry and academia, it is also a suitable study guide for graduate mathematicians,...
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Stem Cell Transplantation for Hemotologic Malignancies (Contemporary Hematology)Humana Press, 2004

	A comprehensive survey of the current state-of-the-art in hematopoietic stem cell transplantation for malignant disease. The authors focus on the indications and results of transplantation for acute leukemia, chronic myelogenous leukemia, lymphoma, multiple myeloma, and breast cancer. Special attention is given to transplant-related...
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Aging: Theories and Potential Therapies (New Biology)Facts on File, 2004

	Discusses the aging process and diseases associated with it, compares human and animal life spans, describes geriatrics and its history, examines ways of extending life, and includes background material on cell biology.
...
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Special Edition Using Microsoft Office Project 2003Que, 2004
This book provides readers with everything they need to make the most of Project 2003. Project 2003 helps users manage projects indepently or as part of a large organization. Business professionals can gain access into their portfolio of projects, and collaborate on the documents, issues and risks associated with those...
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Emotional Terrors in the Workplace: Protecting Your Business' Bottom LineRothstein Associates, 2004
The failure to adequately address the victims and the emotional dimensions of corporate problems changes adverse events into crises and catastrophes. This book aims to arm employees and managers with the tools necessary to manage emotional distress.

Emotional Terrors in the Workplace: Protecting Your Business' Bottom Line is an...
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Mobile Commerce ApplicationsIdea Group Publishing, 2004
Today, various m-commerce applications are increasingly enhancing enterprises' abilities to offer mobile services that are easily accessed by a mobile device anytime and anywhere. With the unique advantages of emerging mobile communications and wireless technologies, m-commerce applications are generally used to fulfill some tasks that are not...
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Finale 2005 Power!Course Technology PTR, 2004
In this book, you’ll learn all about creating professional-quality sheet music with Finale, and if you already know how to do this, you’ll learn how to do it faster. You’ll begin by establishing a solid understanding of Finale’s framework and then mastering the everyday shortcuts and tricks that make Finale a breeze to use....
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The Definitive Guide to Linux Network Programming (Expert's Voice)Apress, 2004

	This book is…one nice and convenient package that I will keep on the shelf as a reference manual.


	The Definitive Guide to Linux Network Programming offers a clear, concise treatment of creating clients and servers under the Linux operating system. This book assumes that you know C and have experience developing code on...
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The Data Warehouse ETL Toolkit: Practical Techniques for Extracting, CleaninJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004

	The Extract-Transform-Load (ETL) system is the foundation of the data
	warehouse. A properly designed ETL system extracts data from the source
	systems, enforces data quality and consistency standards, conforms data
	so that separate sources can be used together, and finally delivers data
	in a presentation-ready format so that...
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Apache Essentials: Install, Configure, Maintain (Pioneering Series)Friends of Ed, 2004

	Apache is the most widely used web server on the Internet today, and that comes as no surprise—it’s open source and therefore free of charge, not to mention gloriously extensible. And it’s much more secure than other web servers.


	So you’ve picked this book up and youre wondering what exactly makes it...
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